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Club Apiary inspection, February 10

Upcoming Events
Club Monthly Meeting

Annual Honey Competition

Q&A: Winter Pack Down
19th April 2018, 7:00 PM

This will be held at the May 17th meeting.
Jars will be available at the April meeting and
entries will be taken on the night of the May
meeting.

Doncaster Secondary College,

Please see page 6 for entry details.

Documentary: Lawyers Guns and Honey

123 Church Rd, Doncaster 3108

Club Apiary Hive Inspection
Wild Pollinator Count
https://wildpollinatorcount.com/
St John's Community Garden
Sunday 15 April 2018 at 11:30am
(followed by BBQ lunch with the gardeners

All welcome. Bee suits and gloves will be
available to borrow. Please register on club
website so we know expected numbers.
Saturday April 28th 2018, 11:00 AM
St John’s Anglican Church,
1 Burgundy St, Heidelberg 3084
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Protect Drawn Comb
John Treloar
Drawn comb is a beekeepers most valuable
possession. Bees consume about 8 times the
amount of honey to produce the same
amount of beeswax, taking time and resources. Bees won’t draw foundation without
a nectar flow (or being fed sugar syrup).
Comb is not the same as foundation. While
empty comb can be placed above a queen excluder in spring, bees are reluctant to draw
out foundation above an excluder.

Comb is drawn based on need (for brood,
storing pollen, nectar and honey) and not on
the basis of planning ahead. The quality of
comb varies. Comb drawn by a hived swarm
usually consists of beautiful worker-sized cells
as that is what the bees need; comb drawn in
a honey super on a nectar flow can be much
less regular and contain more drone sized
cells making it unsuitable for use later in a
brood box.
If you are leaving excess boxes on a hive over
winter make sure that there are enough bees
covering the combs to protect from wax moth
and small hive beetle. If you are packing
down your hives for winter you can assume
that the combs removed will have wax moth
and/or small hive beetle larvae or eggs on
them that will quickly destroy beeswax
combs. Female moths usually lay 300 to 600
eggs in clusters on comb or in small cracks in
hive material. Once hatched they tunnel

through combs, particularly combs that have
contained brood and pollen.
All life-cycle stages of the wax moth, including
eggs, are killed by freezing. The freezing time
depends
on
the
temperature:
- 6.7C at 4.5 hours

-12.2C at 3 hours
-15.0C at 2 hours.
Many hobby beekeepers find freezing an easy,
effective and chemical free way of protecting
stored combs. A chest freezer is handy to
freeze an entire box of comb at a time and
ensures that any eggs laid on the box itself
are destroyed. It is important to note that
freezing times begin when the frames/combs
reach the desired temperature. Freezing overnight should be adequate.
The combs need to be protected once treated
to avoid re-infection. Some beekeepers store
the combs/boxes in insect proof plastic bags.
Others create a stack of boxes in a garage or
shed, a little off the ground and with an insect
screen top and bottom forming a ‘chimney’.
Light entering the boxes discourages moths
and air flow dries out any new eggs that
might be laid. In either case, careful monitoring of stored combs on a regular basis, even
during winter, is essential.
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Hive mats and other things for winter
Don Muir
Hive mats placed on the frames under the lid
are used by many beekeepers. They have a
number of advantages in helping to limit bees
from building comb on the lids, they conserve heat in winter, prevent any excess condensation that may occur on the underside of
the cover dripping onto the bees.

APRIL 2018
some colonies will seal the mesh with propolis, thereby restricting ventilation. Other colonies will choose not seal the mesh, but we
don’t know the reason for this choice. On the
other hand, when the ventilator mesh is fixed
to the outside end of the vent hole, the bees
don’t seal the mesh, but you do run the risk
of bee stings. I prefer to place mesh to the
outside. Even with all my hives having open
or mesh bottom boards I still like ventilated
lids and I never seem to have condensation
issues.
The last thing you must do before winter is to
ensure you have left enough stores to get
them through a long cold wet winter always
plan on having the worst winter on record
when judging your stores supply.

Victorian Beekeeping Clubs Conference
Saturday 2nd June 2018 9am – 5pm
Speakers

If you can find vinyl sheeting with the fibrous
backing I have found these make excellent
small hive beetle traps as well as hive mats,
the beetle legs contain little hooks and this
traps them where they step.

•

Professor Ben Oldroyd, University of
Sydney

•

Best Selling Author Doug Purdie

•

Stuart Anderson, Flow Hive

In winter some beekeepers reduce the hive
entrance to a width of between 75> 50mm or
even less to reduce entry of cold winds. If
your site is prone to cold winds place a shade
cloth wind break in front of the hive for extra
winter protection, (also ensure the hive will
not be effected by floods in heavy rain). You
may find that your apiary contains a ‘wet’
hive. These consistently have higher amounts
of condensation moisture, irrespective of any
type of ventilation, when most other hives are
dry. In these cases slightly tilt the hive from
back to front by about 30mm to allow any
moisture and condensation to flow out
through the entrance.

•

Vanessa Kwiatkowski and Mat Lumalasi,
Melbourne City Rooftop Honey

•

Benedict Hughes, CERES Beekeeping

•

Danielle Lloyd Prichard, NSW DPI Honeybee & Native Bee
Educator

There is some debate about the use of air
vents in lids during winter. When the ventilator mesh is fixed to the inside of the vent hole

Location
Mercure Ballarat
Hotel and Convention Centre,
613 Main Road,
Ballarat
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We have to do our part
Don Muir
A recent survey of the Australian honey industry found small hive beetle and the fungal
disease chalkbrood were the two most common pests and diseases identified by beekeepers. Over 50 per cent of beekeepers also

hive operator. Indeed, it is the smaller operator that is at the front end of biosecurity. The
number of beekeepers in Australia has almost
doubled in the last 3 years, in Victoria alone
we now have in excess of 7, 500 beekeepers
of which well in excess of 7000 are less than
10 hive operators. So it is quite evident that
we are the eyes and ears of the industry but
we can also offer the biggest threat by poor
management, through neglect and inexperience which in turn can assist disease spread,
but we can also be the first to pick up unwanted pest incursion because we tend to
spend more time in our hives than commercial operators.

Adult Small Hive Beetle Aethina tumida

indicated that wax moth and American
foulbrood had some impact on their honey
and related production.

Nationally, an estimated 74 per cent of beekeeping businesses changed their management practices in 2014–15 as a result of research*.
Large
beekeeping
businesses
changed their management practices to a
greater extent than smaller operators. The
majority of beekeepers felt that production
had increased by between 5 per cent and 25
per cent over the five years to 2014–15 as a
result of research. Western Australia reported
the greatest increase in production with 20
per cent of beekeeping businesses reporting
an increase of over 50 per cent as a result of
better management practices.
The above figures put beyond any doubt that
better management practices, more attention
to biosecurity and pest and disease awareness
will promote a healthier and better industry.
It is not up to the larger beekeeper operators
to do all the work with regard to biosecurity
and better bee practices it is up to each one
of us, the 1 or 2 hive owner is just as important to industry safeguard as is the 2000

AFB (Paenibacillus larvae) By Tanarus [CC BY-SA 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)],
from Wikimedia Commons

The financial impact of pests and diseases is
not reflected in their prevalence alone. The
small hive beetle was the most common pest
affecting beekeepers and also made up the
largest proportion of financial losses from
pests and diseases on average (35 per cent).
While only around half of beekeeping businesses were affected by American foulbrood
and it represented the second highest proportion of financial losses (29 per cent). This was
9 percentage points higher than the average
relative financial impact of chalkbrood which
affected two thirds of beekeepers. Conversely,
the wax moth, while highly prevalent (54 per
cent of beekeepers) was amongst the least
costly pest or disease.
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Every beekeeper must employ good hive
management practices and abide by the nationally endorsed Biosecurity Code of Practice
and the Biosecurity Manual for Beekeepers.
In Victoria the industry is affected mainly by:
American foulbrood
European foulbrood
Chalkbrood
Sacbrood
Nosema
Small hive beetle
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take advantage of it. Look up the internet
there are many good photos of hives affected
with various diseases use websites to gain
knowledge one of the best I think is
www.beeaware.org.au and of course use the
vast bank of knowledge that we have in our
club most experienced members are more
than willing to share their knowledge also use
the forum pages on our web site.
And remember the best way to have a strong
hive early Spring is to ensure it has enough
stores to last it through winter.
* Australian honey bee industry: 2014–15 survey results
ABARES

Wax moth
So it is important to learn to learn to be able
to recognize these diseases and pests and
what you should do when one of your colonies
is affected. In particular the actions to be taken if your hive becomes infected with AFB.
One job we should all do over the winter
months is to study the Biosecurity Code of
Practice, and the Biosecurity Manual, of which
the club has hard copies, learn disease
threats, we have a great library at our club so

Juniors
Don Muir
I welcome Ingrid Galitis to our group. Ingrid
has graciously agreed to offer her help at the
juniors meetings and last March was her baptism of fire.
Ingrid took the kids through an inspection of
the flow hive brood box and honey super inspection including our second hive. After the
inspections we extracted a few frames which
enabled all kids to take a couple of containers each home as a reward for their efforts.
I thank Ingrid for her interest and suggestions and I look forward to her educational
background to further develop the syllabus
and help grow the section.
I We have a
meeting and
properly into
reason Ingrid

core of kids that never miss a
we have to encourage them
the art of beekeeping for that
will be a great asset.

If any other member wishes to offer assistance it will be greatly appreciated.

BEE Registered
A reminder to all members that they should
be registered and if you have purchased (or
sold) any hives please ensure you update
your hive numbers with DEDJTR.
If you have not registered do so now.
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Annual Honey Competition
Results announced at the May 17th meeting
Categories:


Light Honey



Medium Honey



Dark Honey



Creamed Honey



Comb Honey



Wax Candles / Sculptures



Mead / liqueurs



Honey cakes, biscuits, slices



Photos

Honey and mead entries to be lodged at the May meeting.


Ensure you use the correct honey jars.



Jars are available from the front desk at the March meeting.



Marks are deducted for odd size jars.



Comb honey can be in any container with lid.



Capped honey frames should be in a suitable stand or container.

Photos (digital submission) to be emailed to photo@beekeepers.org.au by April 30,
2018.
Entries for photo print competition (15x10cm) at the event itself (May meeting).
Entries for honey cakes, biscuits, slices to be brought to the event itself (May meeting).
All baked items require a minimum of 3 pieces per plate. Preferably use a paper plate.
Honey from any source can be used.

Terms and conditions of entry


Late entries will not be accepted for judging.



By submitting photos, entrants agree that these may be used in the club newsletter
or other material published by the club.



Photos may also be taken of other exhibits and used in club material.



Entries will be stored by the club in a safe and secured area and returned at the May
meeting.

Disclaimer: Material and information published in any publication, training course, leaflet or web site of the Beekeepers Club Inc, Doncaster is produced for general information only. Although published in good faith, the Club and/or any officer of the club will not be liable for any loss suffered by
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